Missouri Mile Men
Missouri, the “show me” state, has
more than two dozen folks who turn
speed dreams into class records, or at
least respectable personal best accomplishments. Most all of them were high
performance devotees and customizers
from the time they could read enthusiast
publications who took their machines to
the salt asking that evergreen question,
“How fast will it go?”
Here, hugging the western shore of
the Mississippi River, the accepted tribal
knowledge is that the late Ed and Dutch
Fuchs were the first people from St Louis
to race at the Bonneville Salt Flats. First
running first a Model A coupe with a flathead in the early ‘50s and then in 1956,
Ed set a record with Chrysler Hemi
wedged into a ’55 Corvette that they
drove from St. Louis.
Gary Blakemore of Wildwood, MO,
credits them with kick starting his rock
solid mechanical education. One Saturday morning, racing partners Ed Fuchs
and Jack Shea showed up on the then 16
year-old’s doorstep looking for Chrysler
parts because they heard the kid had a
hemi. Although it turned out to be an
earlier model, Ed was grateful the teenag-

er was willing to share with a stranger
and uttered the fateful words, “If you ever
need any help, c’mon down to the shop.”
Fuch’s Performance Motors specialized in transmissions, but also did engine
work. Blakemore broke plenty of parts
and each time Ed would explain why it
happened. Brother Dutch, the tranny
man, joined in the kid’s education and
together taught Blakemore how to repair
his own race car.
The friendship later gave Blakemore
a chance to land speed race; he resurrected a 1940 Coupe from the Fuchs personal
auto bone yard and now competes as
“Team Flathead” with crew Skip Berger,
Vern Daffron, Guy Morice, Jim McKaughan, and Jim Restelli.
The rich purple flamed full-bodied
supercharged flathead currently holds
three records: XF/BVFCC at 157.410;
XF/BVFALT at 144.257; XF/BVGALT at
150.215 with a top speed of 162 MPH
that is inching towards his personal goal
of 170 MPH.
“I go back because it is a challenge,”
explained Blakemore, “There are limits,
but we haven’t reached them yet. We
have as much fun coming and going to
the salt as we do racing.”
LSR pioneer Kong Jackson helped
in the troubling early days; he would walk
over to Blakemore’s pit, put his arm
around him and say, “Did you ever think
about…,” and Blakemore would and soon
figure out what should be done to
“improve the breed.”
“Kong just oozed information,” added Blakemore, “From the moment I

The ‘40 Ford Coupe resurrected from the boneyard!

bolted on a custom set of Kong’s cylinder
heads the car went much faster because
we could run more advance and compression without blowing up the motor.”
Skip Berger’s mother, Ida, 103, says
he is retarded because he plays with hot
rods and listens to rock and roll music.
Oh well. At 69, he stills laughs about it
and claims his mechanical skills through a
lifetime of “on the job,” wrenching plenty
of racing machines in plenty of places
including a stint with Mickey Thompson
in the early ‘60s.
In the ‘70s he met Jack Lufkin, Ak
Miller and “Big” Bill Edwards and by
1978 Lufkin invited him to join the team
for the Silver Anniversary of Speedweek.
Lufkin ran a Kurtis body with twin turbo
454 big block fed by Bosch injection and
disciplined by an Isky Cam. The team set
the fastest record of the meet in AA/SR
with a 291 average. Back again in 1998
for the 50th anniversary, this time with
Blakemore and set the XF/BVGALT
record at 150MPH.
“This place is different,” observed
the crafty Berger of Bonneville, “It’s all
amateurs with their homemade
thingamahjigs, no primadonna’s, no money, that’s what keeps it pure.”
Another pair of brothers, Jack, 67,
and Harry, 63, Stirnemann, street rodders
from of Webster Groves, are a highly
respected part of the mostly unrecognized base of Midwest car enthusiasts. As
teenagers they knew the Fuchs brothers
and their cantankerous father, but Bonneville seemed so far away it might as well
be a foreign country.

In 1987, Jack and his wife, Cathy,
drove a flathead powered roadster built
with his brother to the Goodguys Pleasanton show, sold it and bummed a ride
home. The brothers then began building
a ’32 highboy with the idea of driving it
to the salt, setting a record and then
cruising the west coast.
As many car projects do, it went fulltilt overboard, money tightened and
progress slowed. At the same time, businessman George Lange was looking for
someone to build a hot rod. Serendipity
struck when Lange bought the 2,800
pound project and added his idea of taking the car to the Oakland Roadster
Show after Speedweek.
In 2001, with Jack at the wheel, he
first set a record in his D/BStR class of
196MPH and then nailed a 203.057MPH
average that was good enough for life
membership in the Bonneville 200MPH
Club.
“I was euphoric,” said Jack who conquered claustrophobia before taking his
rookie runs, “George made it happen a
lot quicker than if we were left to our
own resources and he has become valued
friend.”
George Lange, 58, next climbed into
the car, but the turbo was tired.
“Jack was mother hen to me, giving
pointers about how to drive on the salt,”
Lange revealed, “On my first pass the car
was running well, but I was all over the
place. With tweaks and tunes, little by little, Jack helped me out.”
Because he had acquired “slippery”
skills after years of driving on frozen
lakes learning about the
forces and corrective
Team Flathead
actions associated with
vehicle dynamics, it paid
off in aces when he tried
to turn off the course at
high speed.
“I started to turn and
got into a drift, corrected
and just went to the next
turn-out. It was natural
sensation,” rookie Lange
recalled, “I have good
pucker factor, can you
teach that to people? I
don’t know. I can tell
when the car simply moving around versus going
out of control. Is it stable
or on the edge, you’ve got
to know the difference.”
In Oakland, now
painted, the car won best
engine without a scrap of
(left to right) Dutch Fuchs, Gary Blakemore,
“poser” chrome on it.
Korg Jackson, Jack Shea, and Skip Berger
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energize the Chevy 296 CID giving it
upwards of 996 HP using plenty of
advance and boost. Blame Jimmy Marshall, the team’s “crazy mechanical
genius.”
After Marty E. Miller, 60, of St.
Charles read an article on Craig Breedlove setting the 600MPH World Land
Speed Record he was inspired to try it
himself. Failing to sell his street roadster
in 1986, Miller just cut it up and made a
Bonneville car out of it.
Starting in D roadster class with a
stock 289 Ford engine; he managed
146MPH in three runs. A pal then helped
him buy NASCAR 358CID Ford parts,
but the rebuild took time and it was 2003
before he managed 199.499MPH in mile
three. Yes, it killed him to not go 200, but
he doubtless would have if he hadn’t spun
in mile four. Miller has spun the car nearly every year, seven times in total, yet
remarkably has never hurt a part, or flatspotted a tire.

“My dream is to run a home-built
200 MPH roadster, fabricated in my onecar garage with my son Martin and best
friends - Larry Gerau, Bert Wanker, Gerry Gose,” he mused, “I’ve had help
through the years from darn near every
other hot rodder in St. Louis and the new
car is a ‘32 channeled in C street roadster
with a bored and stroked 358 in front of
the firewall. Martin will be driving.”
Because Dick O’Mara, 80, and Tom
Masa were greeted with a “real friendly
reception” at the 1987 Speedweek they
went home and built a lakester with mild
Olds Quad 4 engine. In time, Tom bowed
out and another hot rodder pal, Dennis
Eckholm built a hopped up Quad 4 with
a billet crank and “all the fancy stuff that
money could buy” and Dick set a class F/
GL record at 186MPH with a top speed
193MPH.
“I’ve been a working man hoping to
go to Bonneville all my life,” confessed
O’Mara who has been rodding and drag
racing since 1945, “but I had to
wait until I retired.”
McInroy Racing – Bonneville Speedweek 2010
Earning his red hat was
drama laden. After an uneventful down run, the return run
fire-up had the engine shaking
so bad they waved other racers
ahead of them. Crewmen Jack
and Harry Stirenmann couldn’t
find the source of the problem
and told O’Mara, “What can
we do? Run it!”
“I left as hard as I could
with 20 pounds of boost, the
engine cleaned out at higher
RPM and then I hung my foot
in it and it felt real good,” an
animated O’Mara told me, “At
the top end, I got out of the car
just as Jack and Harry came
barreling down in the chase
truck. They slide to a stop,
jump out and Jack pulls off his
200MPH Club red hat and
slaps it on my head. It makes
me emotional just to think
about it.”
During final inspection
back in the pits they found a
valve seat had dislodged and
Mike Roman
wedged under the valve so it
was a seven cylinder red hat.
O’Mara had befriended LeRoy
and Joanne Neumeyer and
learned from Leroy that he
once had the same problem
back in the ‘50s.
“They fixed it by pulling
the seats, coating each with silver solder and pressing each
back into place,” recounted
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O’Mara who has since sold the car but
still goes back to the salt with pals, “The
heat from the engine would hold them in
place.”
Losing a cylinder is nothing compared to losing a whole leg, but Mike
Roman, 44, of Kirkwood seems to do
twice as much as some folks with two
legs. Roman, now a motivational speaker
and product spokesman for the medical
device company Boston Scientific, was a
surgical assistant back in 1994 when he
tore a ligament during a basketball game.
A staph infection from the original
surgery led to numerous more operations
and the eventual amputation of his entire
right leg in 1999. Pummeled with pain
and battling emotionally, his older brother, Rick, a restaurateur in Chicago,
sponsored a go-kart team as a distraction
for him.
After two seasons, running the modified shifter cart, he successfully moved
into a Pro Formula Mazda open-wheel
car. A career in motorsports seemed to be
unfolding.
Then, for reasons known only to the
Indy Racing League, although Roman
had applied for, was given and fully satisfied a set of requirements to campaign a
hand throttle car, the IRL reversed itself
with a surprisingly dismissive comment
from an official.
No matter, Roman took the slap and

moved on. When Floridian Dan Cook
offered to let him drive his lakester, Mike
responded by setting a pair of records - J/
GL|149MPH and J/FL |154MPH - in
Maxton, North Carolina during a 2009
ECTA speed meet.
“The feeling of being accepted, finding someplace where I could play, be safe
and have fun,” Roman told me brimming
with gratitude, “Land speed racing is the
place where I can be successful, and
hopefully one day earn the right to say we
have the “world’s fastest j class lakester.”
Roman and his wife, Susy, now own
the lakester and campaign it with Crew
Chief Stephen Bynum, of Plainfield, IN
and engine tuner Sam Perry of Birmingham, AL. Make it a point to go see this
team, I guarantee you’ll leave uplifted and
amazed. For more details log onto: www.
racingroman.com.
Denny Golden, 68, a retired elementary school teacher, bought a 1931 Ford
Roadster back in 1959 when he was 16
years old. His father, Ogle, then bought
him a beaten and bruised mouse motor
full of grease, a can of gas and wire brush
telling him, “When you get it clean come
find me.”
He did, they got it running and later
won a car show trophy awarded by World
Record holder Craig Breedlove. While in
the Navy, stationed in Malta, Golden
read in Rod&Custom magazine that Dick
Continued on Pg. 204
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on. I’d follow the how-to pieces over and
over until I could draw them from memory. I’d pick various images from
throughout the book and combine them
into one huge cruise or race illustration.
I’d read and thumb through the issues
until they literally fell apart.
Trosley’s art still inspires me and
makes me smile. It’s so approachable and
tells such a story that it’s hard to not get
sucked in and let your imagination run
wild. Did you know he’s still doing art?
He is, and you can check it out at www.
georgetrosley.com.
Like with many things from our
childhoods I have bought up many of the
old issues of CarToons, including the
ones before I was born and even the first
issue that Pete Millar and Carl Kohler
published in 1959. I dig them out every
so often and read them from cover to
cover. I’m always surprised at how many
of the images and stories I still remember.
To me they are treasures, just like the rest
of my car collectibles, not just for their
physical value, but because they are a
portal to the past.
So, I think I can place at least some
of the blame for my hot rod obsession
and my career in design on George Trosley. For that, I say thank you, sir!
Fuel For Thought
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Scritchfield had set a Bonneville record in
a street roadster. He saved his Navy pay
and bought used performance parts for a
small block with a 471 blower.
A bit too anxious the first time out
and running on an open record, on his
return record run, Golden put his foot in
it and melted the crown out of all eight
pistons – all that was left were the pin
boss and ring lands. He left with
125MPH record and had the engine running again two days after he got home.
“I was at Alton Dragstrip to saw
Chris Karamesines make the first plus
200MPH pass,” he said, “There and then
I wanted to be the first street roadster to
do the same.”
It took him eight years. The late ‘70s
found him working on the car when an
unknown guy waltzed into his Speedweek
pit and said, “you need more fuel in the
motor,” then walked off before Golden
could crawl out from under the car. He
richened up the go-juice charge in the
supercharged 392 Hemi and qualified at
198MPH, but this was back when three
runs were required to set a record.
His first run was a dandy 210MPH,
but on the return run he spun eight
times, hit a timing light battery and
ripped up the front end and flattened
both tires.
Don Ferguson Senior told the
dejected Golden, “You can still drive that”
and then racer Lupe Valenzuela added,
“ Yo u n e e d m y t i r e s t o g o f a s t ”
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and promptly removed them from
his roadster.
“With all that help I set the record
with a 206 MPH average,” said Golden,
“We set a total of five records in eight
years until my son was born and family
life took over.”
The fastest of all the Missouri Mile
Men is Patrick Rummerfield who set the
World Land Speed Record for electric
vehicles at 245MPH in 1999 in Ed
Dempsey’s White Lightning streamliner.
You’ve read about his new book, “Green
Bananas” in this space before, so it’s
best if I save his astounding story for
another time.
You have to wonder what designer
Raymond Lowery would have to say
about Gary Hart’s 1953 Studebaker. It
relies on a 515 CID World Product Iron
Merlin Pro Block that breathes through a
pair of Garrett turbochargers, Megasquirt
injection and despite scrambling one of
the turbos at nearly 250MPH in 2009,
the car is a record-setter.
Running in AA/BGALT class, the
red and silver #767 steel body Stude with
a fiberglass front end is mounted to a
2”x4”x1/4” wall steel frame. Inside is
nothing nostalgic, most everything stock
has matriculated into full-race form and
function.
Catching the horsepower from the
engine is a Jericho four-Speed with Gearvendors Overdrive, and so long as the car
isn’t bullied at the steering wheel and
throttle, it tends to go straight arrow
down the course. Word is the car can live
in your driveway for $39,500 and comes
with the promise of tuner as well! Hart
also races a record-setting 1950 Buick
with partner Mike Collison.
Father and son Rick McInroy, 51
and Dick McInroy, 71, are co-owners of 2
Richards Racing, the #242 F/BFMR from
Nevada, MO. Dick built the chassis and
body work then asked his son for an
engine.
Good son Rick built 2300cc fourcylinder aluminum Pinto engine, an
Esslinger version with a turbo that pumps
out 850HP, and 740 ft-lbs of torque.
“We started out to build a regular
Pinto but things got out of hand,” confessed Rick whose wife Geri only went
along with the racing hobby because it
was her father-in-law’s idea.
Their first outing on the salt in 2008
for the 60th anniversary got Dick his
rookie license. Rick got in next and went

to 175 on licensing runs
before losing the flywheel
due to excessive vibration.
Same thing happened in ’09.
The crankshaft was too
light, so a reduction of the
rotating mass, modifying the
block to an 8-bolt pattern
from the rinky dink 4-bolt
and installing a custom,
tapered flywheel from Tilton
brought them joy in 2010.
They inked two records
F/BFMR: 211 followed by
219MPH, but the 200MPH Club minimum is 200 for their class, a scant .352
mph short of the red hat honors. They
had qualified at 222 mph but spun out
and hurt motor so the return run was
weak.
Normally a drinking buddy gets you
into racing trouble, not your father, it was
to his mixed delight when Geri caught
the fever and was rather annoyed about
failing to earn the red hat.
“After I spun out on the record run,
Geri sternly informed me that would be
the last time I was going to do that,” Rick
noted, “The engine is already out of the
car for freshening and speed enhancing
TLC.”
A big team of family and friends, so
typical of Bonneville racing teams, 2
Richard’s Racing is: Dick and Geri McInroy, Dick McInroy, Nathan McInroy,
Zach McInroy, Aaron McInroy, Lee
McBide, Denny Newberry, Gary LeValley, Eddie and Diane Earll, Bonnie and
Clay Coale, Butch Salter and Al Hrenko.
“Bonneville is a welcoming place”
observed McInroy, “Where you get treated like family even when you are a
stranger.”
And so it is.

Note: Photojournalist Louise Ann Noeth
is the authoress of the award-winning
book, Bonneville: The Fastest Place on Earth,
a complete historical review of the first
50 years of land speed racing.
After 11 years in print only a VERY limited number of the author’s special
autographed edition remain. For
more details and to order the book, go to:
www.landspeedproductions.biz
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that the cereal might prove popular.
Perky took his idea to New York and
made a fortune. Source: Early Years of
Denver History, Denver real estate
online.
No matter, everyone still thought
Denver was a “Cow Town”!
At least, that the way I remember it.
Roger
Journey Back To The 1960s! Roger’s
first two books: Bangin’ Gears & Bustin’
Heads and Fast Cars, 4-speeds & Fist-fights
tell tales of car craziness like “rat-racing”
on gravel roads, illegal drags on state
highways, high school fist-fights and racing with trains. Recollections Regrets &
Random Acts tells the youthful stories of
eleven well known men in the hot rod
world. The latest: Accidents & Incidents, is
rod running stories. To order each or a
package deal on all four, visit www.RAJetter.com
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Gearstar has carved out a niche in
the high performance transmission market. With their presence now well
established, Zack has been scaling his
time at the business back a little to enjoy
himself. He cut back his 16 and 18 hours
days, and unwinds with a 2000 Camaro
SS built by Wheel to Wheel with an
850hp LSX, a 4L85E trans, and an extra
300hp jolt of nitrous. He has also been
attending horse shows with his daughter.
This has unintentionally led him into the
field of building transmissions for other’s
trucks that pull their horse trailers. Work,
when it is your passion, truly never rests.
Gearstar is the official automatic
transmission supplier and sponsor for the
2011 Street Rodder Rod Tour Car, and
has been since 2006.
Gearstar is also the official transmission supplier of the Goodguys 2011
Grand Prize Giveaway ClearAir ’55 built
by Ironworks Speed & Kustom.

SOURCE
GEARSTAR PERFORMANCE
TRANSMISSION
132 N.
N Howard St. • Akron, OH 44308
1-800-633-2353
www.gearstar.net
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